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Numerous experimental successes and easy physical interpretation make 
neutral beam injection the most promising supplementary heating cardidate 
for Tokamaks. However for large fusion devices in order to obtain an 
adequate penetration, the energy of the neutrals D° must be > 15C keV. The 
production of neutral beams at this very high energies requires new techni
ques. The charge-exchange cross-section for converting positive D ions to 
neutrals becomes very snail, and the corresponding efficiency low. The most 
promising method to overcome this problem is to use a beam of negative ions, 
e.g., D" and to strip it in order to obtain a D° beams. As illustrated in 
Fig.l, the efficiency for stripping negative ions is high at high energies, 
so that beams can potentially be generated at high efficiency. 

As early as 1970 Rivière and Sweetman indicated that the combination of 
high electrical efficiency (superior to 50 %) and adequate beam penetration 
in large fusion devices can only be assured using injector lines based on 
negative deuterium ions /l/. However much more technological work must be 
done on D" ion sources and D" beams before feasibility can be assured. 

As summarized by E.B. Hooper /6/ a general neutral beam system based on 
negative ions, illustrated in Fig.2, consists of a source of D~ obtained 
either through double charge exchange of low energy D ions or direct extrac
tion from specific sources, an accelerator, a stripper, and probably a beam-
dump or direct energy converter to handle the residual ions. In general, most 
of the effort is directed toward achieving inlense and quasi parallel beams 
of negative ions, the critical component of a system. In addition, accele
rators handling u;> much as some ampo-pr, of 0" with particle energies of 
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> 200 keV must still be developed. Stripping cells are in the early stages 
of development, however, and almost no work has been done on the beam-
dump systems. 

Fig.3, illustrates a positive ion system for neutral injection. It is 
important to notice that such a system is much simpler than a negative ion 
system based on double charge exchange Fig.4. 
However one has to remind that it is impossible to steer the neutral beam. 
In the positive injector system the neutral beam is created near the extrac
tion gap of the ion source and the beam possesses already there its final 
transport charactenrtics. This is not the case for the D~ system until the 
stripping and the particle trajectories can be controlled and refocussed 
through electric and magnetic field effects. 

It is premature to propose the final parameter choices for the best D~ 
injector design (direct D" production or double charge exchange) but pro
bably not so to state that the D~ injector will greatly facilitate solutions 
to most of the hasic difficulties encountered in D injectors : 

a) - In order to obtain better penetration and deeper energy 
deposit for a given neutral power flux E 0 j 0 , one can increase EQ(particle 
energy) and subsequently decrease j 0 (neutral current density) and j (nega
tive ion current density). This is a big advantage with respect to positive 
ion systems where every increase in E 0 must be followed by an increase of j 
(positive ion current density) in order to compensate the decrease of the 
conversion efficiency n. The product of plasma density and size being no 
longer limited by considerations of beam penetration, new perspectives for 
machine design become possible. 

b) - Increasing E 0 while decreasing j 0 improves the D~ beam 
quality. The power flux limitation of some kW/cm2 leads to D" current den-
sities of the order of 10 A/cm 2. Space charge effects are less important 
and consequently the divergence of the neutral beam is expected to be impro
ved, because the divergence of the D" can be mastered. 

c) - Better beam optics and a lower current density will alle
viate the "plugging" problem in the Tokamak beam duct, presently one of 
critical issues for D injectors and well known by all the Tokamak utilizers 
/2/. The "plugging" is due to relonization of D° particles in the beam duct. 
These new ions hit the wall of the duct and increase the gas pressure which 
enhances the reionization process ...etc, (Fig.5). Finally a considerable 
portion of injected neutrals is lost in the beam duct which is "plugged". 
Therefore, less reionization of the fast D° particles, due to smaller cross-
sections at Ec, > 200 keV, and less injected D° particles bring about an 
important improvement 111. 
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d) - For a given neutral injection power the pumping in the 
line of a D~ injector can be decreased by a factor of 10 with respect to 
the D injector ( — : r j - > 10 where ii and i are respectively the accelera-

I"r. 
ted D ion currents and the conversion efficiencies for the differently 
charged ions). Less ion current (I~ « I ) needs obviously less pumping in 
the system ( 10). 

e) - Thermal dissipation in the beam dumps is reduced by *\» 10 
f) - Considering a stripping efficiency x\, » > 50 %, energy 

recovery is no longer necessary, at least in the early stages of D~ injector 
development (Fig.4). 

g) - The composition of the positive ion beam D , D~, D -, emer
ging from the source is no longer a concern because only the D~ species 
are accelerated. 

h) - One can also neglect the positive impurity ions created 
in the ion source since they will not be accelerated unless that correspon
ding negative impurity ions are somewhere created. 

i) - Dangerous radiation effects issuing from the fusion devices 
might be minimized because D" ion beams in the range of 500 keV can be steered 
and transported over long distance with the aid of bendiig magnets. Therefore 
the ion source and the accelerator can be located far away (Fig.4)(behind 
protection devices). This is not true for the positive ion systems which 
must be short because neutral beams cannot be steered over long distances. 
However, before these important advantages (a-i) can be put into effect a 
major effort on D~ technology is indispensable. This effort should concentrate 
on the following particular problems in D" injector lines. 

j) - Production of long pulsed low divergent D~ beams in the 
range of 1 to 10 A, with some 10" 2 A/cm2 D~ current density and a minimum 
of electrons. 

k) - Reliable high voltage accelerator (300 to 1000 keV) for 
Amperes of D" in the presence of alcali vapors (Cs, Na . . . ) . 

1) - Adequate conversion cells for D" - D° (neutralizes). 

Solutions to all of the three above mentioned problems could be found 
in a few years provided one decides to devote sufficient attention to them. 
Unfortunately, the present technology of D" injectors has very little in 
common with positive ion injectors. Therefore, the acquired knowhow on po
sitive ion injectors is of limited use for D" design. New technology and 
new concepts have to be developed for the success of a MW injectorline. A 
few D" test lines with high energy acceleration exist or are planned for 
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table provides some specific details on their various approaches. 

E (keV) 
o ' 

D~ production Ion Source Duration (s) 
Livermore Berkeley Testline /7/ 100 charge 

exchange 
(Cs, Na) cell 

arc •v 10" 2 

Moscow Kurchatov Testline /8/ 40 ? charge 
exchange 
(Na) cell 

arc ~ io" 2 

Brookhaven BNL Project /15/ 250 surface plasma 
direct 

arc 
magnetron 

5.10'2 

Grenoble Swedish French 300 charge 
exchange (Cs) 
supersonic cell 

ECR > 1 

Karlsruhe Cluster Ion /16/ 100 Cs D clusters D.C. 

The aim of the present paper is to introduce the Swedish French Project 
and to explain its philosophy and expectations. We compare it to other 
injectors of the same family and underline the conceptual differences. Let 
us recall that the D" ions are obtained through the following reactions : 

[DJ or D + or D°l + les or Nal > D" 

The best rates are achieved with Cesium (̂ 30 %) and incident ions of 
< 1 keV, but it is difficult to create convenient beams at such low energies. 
Therefore, sodium cells exhibing less efficiency (vl8 %) are also utilized, 
because these rates are achieved with incident particle beams of 10 - 20 keV. 

2 - REASONS FOR NEW INJECTOR CONCEPTS BASED ON DOUBLE CHARGE EXCHANGE 
1st Part : the_lgw_energy_magnetized_beam_line 

2a) Having chosen the double charge exchange method for the D" beam 
production, we soon noticed that difficulties arose in the low energy stages 
of experimental devices using arc sources. This type of source, successfully 
employed en D injectors, exhibits poor gas efficiency and creates new 
problems. Even before entering the high voltage accelerator the particle beams 
are strongly divergent (Fig.6), leading to heavy losses during the early 
stages of transport, /7/. Using such sources the goal of 20 mA/cm* of D~ could 
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not be reached. One should also consider the factor P_ which is the cost 
of the electrical power necessary to produce 1 Amp. of D~ within an accep
table angle. The real electrical power efficiency of the injector is : 

nelectric = n(-°) -

where r\, » is the stripping efficiency, E the high voltage acceleration 
in kV and P_ the power index in kW per Amp. of D~ entering the accelerator 
gap (according to the above formula one notices that D~ injectors become 
better when E 0 , the particle energy increases). It seems that in D~ injec
tors thermal dissipation problems are also a serious constraint (inside arc 
sources and in their extraction systems). As a consequence, the duration 
of the beam pulses presently limited to values which are far from acceptable. 

2b) Looking for new approaches, we thought at first that our effort 
should be devoted to the above mentioned problems /3/. In our opinion, 
a new type of ion source developed in our laboratory and based on the elec
tron cyclotron resonance (ECR) could improve the quality of the low energy 
beam /4/, /5/. A magnetic bottle in the source region leads to high ioniza
tion rates and consequently high gas efficiency (70 %). For neutral injec-

+ + tors, Eg the gas efficiency, is usually defined by the ratio I /I + 1 where 
I is the number of ions emerging from the ion source during a puls° and 
I the number of neutral gas particles emerging from the source during the same 
time. In addition to high gas efficiency, the absence of arcs simplifies 
heat problems inside the source. 

Low gas pressure in the positive extraction system minimizes 
locally the charge exchange losses and a guiding magnetic field enables 
better space charge compensation of the positive ion beam at low energy and 
improves the beam transport /9/. 

On the other hand the 0" production method we h«ve chosen, is the 
well understood double charge exchange in cesium vapor. This method exhibits 
the highest conversion efficiency for D~ production at low D energy 
( * 25 % at 1 keV). 

In order to minimize beam losses, mainly occuring at low energy, 
we must shorten as much as possible the distance between the ion source and 
the high voltage accelerator. This is possible only if the cesium gas is 
highly concentrated in the charge exchange cell. We have therefore developed a 
supersonic cesium curtain with appropriate density and thickness. This 
apparatus is now in operation. /13/ /22/. 
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2c) To ver i fy rapidly that the ECR system wi th magnetic 
guide f i e l d improves beam transport between the source and the double 
charge exchanger, we used a very simple subsonic xeno\ cur ta in instead 
of the sophisticated cesium c e l l . 

I n summary, we observed the fol lowing important results : 

- The fas t D° neutrals, resul t ing from the in teract ion between 3 keV 
deuterons and the xenon f low, escaped out of the magnetic f i e l d with 
an average hal f angle w < 4 ° . This resul t proves that the presence 
of a magnetic f i e l d i n the meniscus zone does not increase abnormally 
the beam emittance (as many constructors of neutral in jectors believe) 

- The extractor was of the c lassical accel/decel type ; the e lec t r ic 
f i e l d maintained between the f i r s t and second electrode vas 50 kV/cm 
in.presence of the magnetic guide f i e l d . This proves that a B f i e l d 
does not necessarily perturb the break-down condit ions. 

- Beam pulses of > 1 second of duration were obtained in routine 

- Start ing with ^ 130 mA/cm2 of D + ions in the extractor we could obtain 
~ 5 mA/cn? of D~ issuing from the xenon ce l l wi th a 4 keV posit ive 
ion beam. 

These results show also that the presence of the magnetic 
f i e l d can be of great help i n reducing u> the average hal f angle of the ior 
beam divergence at low energy u = t a n ^ x / t y ) 

Let us recall that w the angle of beam divergence i s a crucial 
parameter i n beam l ine design. Since the current density of D~ ions 
depends on*(tan w) one has to minimize the angle u in a l l cases, 
(scattering of D+ part ic les has no ef fec t on the divergence because 
the ions are guided by the magnetic f i e l d and the beam does not expand) 

2d) I f one assumes perfect space charge compensation of the 
ions i n the d r i f t space, the w angle would depend only upon the beam 
control i n the extraction geometry. I f the D+ beam d r i f t s i n a space 
with zero magnetic f i e l d , the ion space charge is not easily compen
sated by cold electrons created by ion/atom impacts (small cross sections 
fo r ionizat ion) . 

As a consequence, the f lux of created cold electrons T c r 

(which equals the flux of electron losses) is insuff icient for reaching 
n. = n , in spite of the radial potential well of the beam which retains 
the electrons and expels the cold ions. As T c r = n b N 0 o i o n v b (vol) 



(vol)(cm) : elementary drift volume with section = 1 cm ; v. (cm/s), n.(cm~') 
velocity and density of the fast beam ions ; o"*on(cm2) : ionization cross-
section of neutral gas by beam ions;N0(cm~ ) : neutral gas density ; 
the usual way for maximizing T is to increase the neutral gas density 
N 0. This decreases to due to a reduction of space charge but unfortunately 
increases u due to collisional scattering on neutral gas (this effect is 
wore severe for 1 keV D on Cs than 10 keV D on Na). In addition the high 
pressure creates breakdown in the extraction region. Under these conditions 
one can summarize the optimum compensation by the criterion : 

+ 
(N 0v.) > *> ; r : beam radius ; v . : ambipolar diffusion 

crit o- r o r ion ion 
velocity ; v.. : slow ion velocity. Space-charge compensation can be im
proved by confinement for the cold electrons. Thus the presence of a 
uniform B in the extraction space changes totally the situation for œ. As 
the cold electrons and ions are more or less radially trapped in the B 
field, the particle loss flux is decreased in steady state and n. = n 
can be reached. Even if one assumes^) ambipolar equal to5) B o u m » the 
compensation criterion is ?till at least two orders of magnitude less seve
re than above, and can be written : 

a amb/r 
< NoV b) * ± 

c n t °ion r 

This assumption allows a much lower neutral gas pressure in 
the drift space ,'9/ and much less gas throughput ; one can write : 

T loss * ^//amb' Sends ^ i . amb,Slateral 
Whereas in the case of B = 0, one has 

f loss "c/^amb 'ends + lateral' 
This explains why we find w < 4° with D + on Xe and B = 0.3 T. /5/, /9/. 
Let us recall that,^) and Jj,. are the perpendicular and axial diffusion 
coefficients and S the plasma surfaces. 

2nd Part : Ib§.bls!]_§D§r90§9D§îi?§4-!>?3!D_!!!!§ 
2e) Assuming that the ECR source with its guiding field is a valid con

cept for the low energy stages of the D + beam, we now consider what should 
be done with the B field beyond the charge exchanger. In any event, it is 
absolutely necessary to eliminate the electrons before the D" acceleration. 
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This operation requires a certain physical space in which the 
gas pressure must also fall below 10" torr / 7 / . The presence of 
a B field makes the electron elimination more complex. However 
-lectrostatic repulsion associated with magnetic traps can be 
nvisaged as a possible solution. 

Thus, for both the control of electrons and the accele
ration of D~ ions, a new situation exists due to the magnetic field. 
The following questions remain : should one extract the D" ions out of 
the magnetic field region and accelerate them later in a region of 
2ero B-field up to some 300 keV, or should one accelerate the D" beam 
in a uniform field region and extract i t at 300 keV out of the B-ficld 
before neutralizing i t . In both cases one has to take into account 
Busch's theorem /18/ . 

Due to the divergence effects of grad B on the charged 
deuterium ions in both cases, the final jD~ current density would 
probably drop below acceptable values ( i .e less than 10 Amp/cm2). 
The advantage of our method would then only be academic : better 
efficiencies, less pumping, longer pulses . . . but a final beam power 
density which is marginal for fusion injectors /10/) . 

The optical quality of the D° beam produced by charge 
exchange in a target immersed in a uniform B field does not seem 
to be affected by the presence of this field (at least in the range 
of the above mentioned experimental conditions). We now propose 
a new type of injector. Instead of gradually expanding the D" 
beam in the region between the cell and the accelerator gap, v/e 
propose putting the whole system in the magnetic field - that i s , 
the charge exchange ce l l , the electron control space, the D~ 
accelerator and the neutralizer. One no longer needs to consider 
Busch's theorem for the D° beam. Moreover, the 0 + particles issuing 
from the neutralizer wil l , according to this theorem, have a strong 
divergence and be automatically separated from the useful 0° beam 
(F1g.7 ) . In our new scheme the deuterium ions scallop in front 
of the neutralizer but do not diverge along the beam line (u - 0°). 
This is because the region from the 0 + ion source to the neutralizer 
(D~ •*• DJ is immersed in a more or less uniform B field. The lines 
of force of B are approximately parallel to the beam direction and 
to the electric fields created in the D+ and D~ accelerator gaps. 



If the D particles acquire a strong parallel velocity v.. in the 
accelerator gaps, then the diverging effects of the B gradient are 
reduced to second order effects ?nd the beam emittance is not 
severely affected. Such a situation would prevail for D° atoms from 
0.3 to 1 MeV issuing from an axial magnetic field of ~ 0.3 Tesla 
(Fig. 7 ). It is also predictable that jp- would be fairly constant 
as lonq as the particles remain inside the magnetic field; 

Therefore, with the present supersonic /22/ /13/ cesium cell and 
1 keV D + ions, the line would furnish roughly 20 mA/crt of 0~, which is the 
requirement for fusion injectors /10/. Eventually, the fact that the (D~, D ) 
neutraliser could also be immersed in the B field should be an advantage for 
a plasma type neutralizer-(80% efficiency ) . (/l/ à /17/). 

2f) - There still remains a few open questions for the magnetized 
beam line, and this method may have certain disadvantages. For example, the 
power consumption associated with the B field should be minimized using super
conducting coils. In addition, the D~ acceleration in the presence of a B fid 
parallel to the beam might either create special breakdown conditions or . 

require special electrostatic beam optics. One suspects, however, that the dif
ficulties are probably the same as in classical systems. The problem of space 
charge compensation of D" inside a magnetic field free accelerator is still not 
resolved /ll/. The presence of the magnetic field will irodify the problem, but 
in which v/ay is also unclear. The electron control and elimination stage before 
the negative deuteron acceleration phase is a more difficult problem with the 
magnetic field than v/ithout. Two preliminary studies were dom» by our group. 
a) - A computer work taking into account the Debyelength of a magnetized 

plasma (containing cold electrons, cold cesium ions and energetic D~ ions) 
shows that the .cold .particles can be repelled by electro-static potential 
obtained with grids of adequate size and shape. However the density of the 
plasma should not exceed some given values. 

fc)-.The D + and D~ beam optics of the enlarged system should also remain 
very similar to the test line model. Under these conditions, the 
performance of the Swedish French test line will be significant 
for further extrapolation of a magnetized injector. 
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Recently, some measurnucnts have been done on the lo« energy beam line 
including the supersonic Cesium jet. All the system from the F.C.R. ion source 
to the diagnostics is immersed in a quasi constant magnetic field as represented 
on fig. 12. The energy of the positive ion beam is 1 keV or 2 keV. The linear 
density of the Cesium jet is changed from lO^cm' 2 to 3 10 , 5cm~ 2 with a Gaussian 
halfwidth of 2 cm. The background pressure is 2.10~*Torr. Global positive ion 
beam and beam densities are measured at a distance of 60 cm from the source. A 
maximum of 1.1A of D is obtained with an average current density of 70 niA/cm2 

and a maximum current density of 90 mA/cm2 at 1 KV. 
The first measurements on the negative ions D" are obtained at 24 cm from the 
supersonic Cesium jet. With 180 mA of D + in the Cesium jet, 128 mA D~ are produ
ced at 1 KV with a peak current density of 12 mA/cm2 (time duration 300 ms) -
(efficiency 27 %) with 390 mA of D + at 2 KV, 86 mA D~ are produced with a peak 
current density of 8 mA/cm? (efficiency 22 %). With a current of l.lA.of D + at 
1 KV and the same rate production, 300 mA of D~ are expected with an average 
D" current density of 18.5 niA/cm2 and a peak current density of 24.3 mA/cm2. 
Table 2 givcssor.ie comparative data for existing systems without or with magne
tic field steering. 
The characteristics of the Cesium jet and their methods of determination as 
well as the principles of our measurements, are described in detail in a pa
rallel paper. 
Let us just note that the thermal diagnostics allow to determine the beam 
characteristics with a sufficient spatial resolution so that D + , D 0 and D" beam 
densities and divergence angles become available through an elaborated data 
acquisition system. 

T i M e 2 : COMPARATIVf DATA fOR 0* INJECTORS 
LOW ENERGÏ BEAM U N E PERFORMANCES 

ION SOURCE D* DRIFT SPACE DOUBLE CHARGE EXCHANGE 

CHARACTERISTICS Type Sera' T * T eiA/c*' 
n 
9»* 
i 

V 
cxt 

KV 

P 
Torr DIVERGENCE 

01st. 
SOURCE 
CELL 
(cm) 

o*. o! 
cA/ci»1 

incident 

conversion 
efficiency 

0" 
current 
density 
mA/cnr 

0" 
Cfvcrçenfe 

t 
4 

OESIRfD 10 M X min Bin nin H« > 70 

OÛTAIfifO 

MOSCOW ARC (0 0.01 ?0 200 10 X 20 JO'" i* 300 20 16 t n» S S 

LIVER.'WPE A ARC too 0.01 22 ?00 10 1 10 10" y 100 100 1 0 * N* 10 3 

» so 0.01 10 lf.0 10% 1 lo" w ISO 35 ÎS Ï C S « 11 

. 

rRfwii-swroiSH 
, CifittaiLE 

E.C.R If. > 4 l.J 7C 90 S 1 2 1 0 " V 70 70 ?7 * C * 74 0 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

D injectors are fundamentally inadequate for big Tokamaks 
whereas D~ injectors with 0.3 < E Q < 1 MeV are in principle well fit
ted for their heating. However it becomes clear that D~ injectors 
will be more complex than D + injectors. However, this complexity is not 
necessarily a drawback,because it enables>much more flexibility for . 
the utilization of the injector. Whereas for D injectors the D° 
beam steering and control is impossible along the injection trajectory, 
the high energy D" injecter will enable long distance beam transport 
with bend . Beam passage through a blanket can be envisaged and 
protection against neutron radiation becomes possible. 
On the other hand, we have seen that most of the basic difficulties 
encountered in D injectors are easier to handle with energetic D~ 
beams. We therefore emphasize not.only better efficiency and beam 
penetration, but also pumping, thermal dissipation, current transport 
protection, etc... 

The only big disadvantage one has to consider is that little 
has been done on D~ injection,and adequate technology for D injectors 
is not yet ready because positive and negative injectors require different 
technological approaches. For instance, the space charge problems in 
the acceleration gaps have very little in common. 

- the breakdown conditions are determined i>y quite different causes, 
- the beam compensation mechanisms are totally different. 

Extrapolation of positive ion technology appears not possible 
for negative ion accelerators. • 

Therefore, a very serious effort has still to be made before 
claiming the feasibility of MW injectors based on 07 However,the situation 
1s somewhat similar to the status of D + injectors in 1969 and we think 
that in a similar time span of 10 years the same kind of progress looks 
possible. If the different approaches are rapidly tested, the promising 
methods should be known around 1983... We hope that the magnetized injector 
method will be among them. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1 - Conversion efficency n of positive and negative Deuterons 
versus Duuteron energy. The D and lower D values assume, 
conversion in D 2 gas. The upper values for D~ arise from 
plasma-strippers. 

FIG. 2 - A general neutral beam system based on negative Deuterons. 
Final beam energy i s Vj + V2« Ground level i s arbitrary. 

FIG. 3 - Schematic view of a 300 keV, 1 MW Neutral Injector based on 
positive Deuterons. (Lost power ^ 5 MW). 

FIG. 4 - Schematic view of a 300 keV, 1 MW Neutral Injector based on 
negative Deuterons. (Lost power «v 0,515 MW). 

FIG. 5 - The ingredients of "plugging" of the beam duct. 

FIG. 6 - A classical cesium D~ line with the L.L.L. arc source and a 
subsonic cesium c e l l . 

FIG. 7 - The magnetized cesium D~ l ine (Grenoble project) with a 
supersonic cesium ce l l , and E.C.R. ion source. 

FIG. 8 - (Nl) . versus oven temperature. 

FIG. 9 - Radial distribution of the supersonic cesium jet with 

nl =3T2.1015 at/cm 2 . T Q v e n = 600° C P 0 cs * 3(5b Torr. 

FIG. 10 - Schematic view of the cesium c e l l . 

FIG. 11 - Schematic view of the total injector. 

FIG. 12 The low energy magnetized beam l ine. 
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